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• The paper has introduced the glottal features into speech emotion recognition.
• The results show that GCZCMT feature effectively distinguishing emotional state.
• It can be seen that GCZCMT has high practical value.
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a b s t r a c t

The speech signal carries emotionalmessage during its production.With the analysis on relation between
sound production and glottis, the paper has introduced the glottal features into speech emotion recog-
nition, proposed the model where the glottis is used for compensation of glottal features, and extracted
the feature of Glottal Compensation to Zero Crossings with Maximal Teager Energy Operator (GCZCMT).
Two experiments have been designed, including that: firstly, the single emotional speech databases of
TYUT and Berlin are respectively used for experiment (the purpose of such experiment is to research
the emotion recognition capability of GCZCMT feature, and the experimental results show that GCZCMT
feature is a feature possibly and effectively distinguishing emotional state); secondly, this experiment is
one of mixing speech database (the purpose of such experiment is to research the emotion recognition
capability of GCZCMT feature on ross-database language, and the experimental results show that the
database dependency of GCZCMT feature is the minimum, and such feature is more suitable for actual
complex language environment, and has the higher practical value.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Speech emotion recognition is a technology [1] established
based on intensive research and analysis on production mecha-
nism of speech signal, extracting and collecting feature parameters
expressing emotion among speech signals, and taking advantage of
these parameters for corresponding modeling and recognition so
as to confirm speech emotion state. Emotional feature extraction
is one of key technologies for speech emotion recognition, and
the feature based on human auditory model and features based
on speech glottis, such as fundamental frequency, voice rate and
power, etc., have been widely concerned in recent years. For ex-
ample, the typical application in speech emotion recognition of
MFCC feature researched by Chandni, et al. of Indian researchers
has obtained favorable recognition results [2]. ZCMT feature based
onhuman auditorymodel proposed by SunYing et al. fromTaiyuan
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University of Technology has obtained good results in both isolated
words recognition and speech emotion recognition [3]. Juan Pablo
Arias of Chilean researcher detected speech emotion type [4] by
establishing the fundamental frequency model of neutral emotion
speech. Zhao Li and Huang Chengwei, et al. of researchers selected
and evaluated the correlation between features (including funda-
mental frequency, energy and resonance peak, etc.) and emotion
dimension and speech emotion feature of words used, such as
irritability, and proposed the practical non-judgment speech emo-
tion recognition method [5] for actual application environment.
Although researchers have comprehensively and respectively re-
searched glottal feature and auditory feature, the correlation be-
tween glottal feature and auditory feature has not been considered.
Speech signal carries a large number of emotionalmessages during
its production, and the glottal feature is the specific performance
of sound production process. Therefore, the combination between
glottal feature and auditory feature will better satisfy the physio-
logical process of speech production, communication and accep-
tance.
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Aiming at the relation between nonlinear feature and human
auditory model presenting in the sound production process, the
paper makes the further research. Firstly, the connection between
feature generation of sound production process and vocal tract
of glottis is analyzed; next, the human auditory model for com-
pensation of glottal features is proposed; finally, emotional words
and sentences in two databases of TYUT database and Berlin voice
database are selected and used, and as the comparison of results
between independent emotion speech recognition experiment and
mixed independent emotion speech recognition experiment with
three features (including typical human auditory model MFCC,
uncompensated human auditory model ZCMT feature, compen-
sated ZCMT (GCZCMT)), it is verified that GCZCMT has both prefer-
able capability of distinguishing emotional state and the higher
recognition rate in cross-database emotion recognition, and the
independence of database is good. It has the good application value
in the actual language environment.

2. Basic theory of glottal feature

2.1. Model of speech production

In 1980s, with research, Teager found that the nonlinear airflow
vortex [6] would be generated before speech production. Later,
such discovery was verified by the experiment with fluid in dy-
namic mechanical model of vocal tract and glottis. The research
of Zhuo [7] et al. on emotion classification indicated that: the
sound produced with airflow vortex form could be regarded as a
part of sound source in the emotional state of being ‘‘angry’’ and
‘‘nervous’’. Such sound generated with airflow vortex form is very
sensitive to emotional state of the speaker.

Fig. 1 is the schematic diagramof nonlinearmodel under speech
production. From Fig. 1, it can be seen that the speech signal con-
sists of plane-wave linear part and nonlinear part of vortex area.
Airflowof trachea is differentiated into linear airflowand vortex af-
ter running through the glottis. Linear airflow is spread with plane
wave in the vocal tract, while vortex airflow firstly has interaction
with vocal tractwall and then is spreadwith planewave. According
to different locations of generation of vortex airflow, the supra-
glottal and intraglottal vortex airflows could be divided. In early
stage of opening vocal cords, the glottis will be shrunk, and the
supraglottal vortex is produced at the upward side of vocal cords,
In the later state of closing vocal cords, the glottis will be stretched,
and the intraglottal vortex is formed in vocal cords. The intraglottal
vortex produced by vocal cords with symmetric vibration will
result in negative pressure. Such pressure possibly urges the vocal
cords to rapidly close. Under the comparison with unsymmetrical
vocal cords, the process of rapid closing will change signal energy
spectrum in acoustics mechanism. On the other hand, when the
supraglottal vortex has strong collision with vocal tract wall or
they have interaction with each other, a part of sound source will
be generated. Such sound source will finally change signal energy
spectrum of speech. From the model under speech production, it
can be found that the whole process has close connection with
the glottis, and both supraglottal vortex and intraglottal vortex
will finally have influence on speech signal. Typical glottal features
include fundamental frequency, voice rate and power, etc. [8–10].
Glottal feature used in the paper is the fundamental frequency, and
to accurately extract the fundamental frequency, HPS is taken as
extraction method of fundamental frequency.

2.2. Extraction method of fundamental frequency

Set A (f ) as the range of signal frequency spectrum, f0 as funda-
mental frequency and fmax as themaximum frequency of A (f ), and

Fig. 1. Nonlinear model for the production of speech.

then define harmonic range as:

SH =

N∑
n=1

A (nf0) (1)

where, N is the maximum harmonic number in frequency spec-
trum, and A (f ) = 0

Define subharmonic range SS as:
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Then, the ratio of subharmonic to harmonic SHR could be ob-
tained through dividing harmonic range SH by subharmonic range
SS:

SHR =
SH
SS

(3)

With method in the literature [11], transform linear frequency
in the formula (2) into log domain, and it is supposed that LOGA(·)
represents logarithmic frequency, and:
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To obtain SH , leftward shift the frequency spectrum of even
number along the horizontal axis of logarithm, and then: lg (2) ,
lg (4) , . . ., lg (4N). Calculate the sum of frequency spectrum after
shifting:

SUMA(lg f )even =

2N∑
n=1

LOGA (lg f + lg (2n)) (6)

For LOGA (lg f ) = 0 when f > fmax, obtain the following from
the formula (4) and the formula (6):
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